BUILDING COMMUNITY FED GREEN
ENERGY COMPANIES.

The world is changing and we want YOU to be part of that change.
UBER enables anyone to be a taxi driver. Airbnb enables anyone to
be a hotel. Rowan Energy’s platform utilising the power of blockchain
enables anyone to be a green energy company. The future of the grid
is there will be no grid.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION
Rowan Energy’s platform allows
users sell their energy directly to
other consumers by tokenising
the trade of that energy. The
payments bypass the large proﬁt
driven energy suppliers. This
means more of the payment
comes back to the household
that generated the energy.
Customers that use our energy
platform will be able to see in real
time where their energy is coming
from

The current system for rewarding
households for their roof top
generated electricity is
unproﬁtable and prehistoric in its
design

PROBLEM

SOLUTION
By using our custom built,
powerful yet low powered
immutable blockchain, we can
along with newly released smart
meters log on a decentralised
ledger when, where, how and
how much energy was
generated. By tokenizing energy
production we open up the
residential generator to the
renewable energy certiﬁcate
market. This means they would
no longer need to buy certiﬁcates
from other large generators
adding almost 50% returns for
the energy they sell.

Currently there is no way to track
the energy generated by roof top
solar back to its generation
source.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION
Our blockchain is a POA (proof of
authority) blockchain that is
designed to run on ultra lower
powered devices. The devices
are in the home of our supporters
and take only about $10 per year
to power.

Using Blockchain to encourage
green energy is not viable due to
the incredible amount of energy it
takes to mine transactions.

December 2019
2019
DECEMBER

Platform soft launch with early adopters of
our blockchain and cryptocurrency get
access to the platform and its features and
access to the white list tokens at a very
discounted rate. Pen tests will also be ran
over this time.

2020
January

January 2020
Hard launch of our blockchain
and promotion will ramped up
to attract serious platform
support.

2020
FEBRUARY

February 2020
MARCH 2020

2020
MARCH

Final preparations will be made
to reward current members and
ﬁnalising IEO oﬀering.

June 2019 Initial exchange
oﬀering with LATOKEN
exchange.

David Duckworth

CEO & Founder
GET IN TOUCH
Our friendly and knowledgeable team
are on hand to answer any questions you
might have, just get in touch.



+44 1223 92 6386



Support@rowanenergy.com

https://www.facebook.com/Rowanenergycompany/





http://rowanenergy.com

https://twitter.com/RowanEnergy





telegram.rowanenergy.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/rowanenergy/

